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Events
 
CoE-MaSS seminar series

02 July 2021: Prof Themba Dube of the University of South Africa will be presenting a

seminar titled "The Banaschewski extension and some variants of openness". Please

view the poster here.

09 July 2021:  Prof Michael Henning of the University of Johannesburg will be

presenting a seminar titled "Upper bounds on the domination and total domination

numbers of a graph in terms of minimum degree".

16 July 2021: Dr Seite Makgai of the University of Pretoria will be presenting a seminar

titled  "The development and usefulness of the Kummer-Dirichlet generated

distribution".

23 July 2021:  Valisoa Razanajatovo Misanantenaina of the African Institute of

Mathematics (AIMS) will be presenting a seminar (Title TBC).

Details on how to connect remotely to our weekly seminars are listed on the  News and

Events page of our website here, in the Event Calendar. 
 
Research Schools

08 June-29 June 2021: National Institute for Theoretical and Computational Sciences

(NITheCS):  “Machine Learning in High Energy Theory". For more information and to

register, please click here.

26-28 July 2021: The Centre for Statistics in Ecology, Environment and Conservation

(SEEC) and   at the University of Cape Town and ACCESS Global Change Emerging
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Researcher Network (GCERN) are presenting an online course titled  "Introduction to

statistical modelling and data analysis in R". For more information, please click here.

August-November 2021:  The  National Institute for Theoretical and Computational

Sciences (NITheCS) are hosting the South African Theory School (SATS), featuring

various courses during 2021. For more information and to apply, visit the website

here.

Fellowships
The University of KwaZulu-Natal College of Agriculture, Engineering and Science

Postdoctoral fellowship: for more information, please view the advert here.

Funding
NRF Postgraduate Student Bursaries for 2022: Students looking at starting a NEW

degree next year (not renewal of a 2021-funded degree) need to start applying now

for 2022 funding as the deadline for the submission of applications closes soon.

Please check with your Institution’s Research/Postgrad O�ce, as appropriate, for your

Institution’s closing deadline. Those PG Students that are interested in being funded by the

CoE-MaSS must list TWO REFEREES in their application (their Research Supervisor, as well as

the CoE-MaSS Director Prof Fazal Mahomed along with NRF UID grant code 91486, so that

your application can be linked to the Centre and we know that you are interested in being

funded by us in 2022). More details are available on the NRF website here. You can also view

the documentation via our Bursaries page.

NRF Research Grants: The call for NRF research grants for 2022 is now open. To view

all available grants, and application documents, please visit the website here. These

include:

Black Academics Advancement Programme (BAAP)

Competitive Programme for Rated Researchers (CPRR)

Competitive Support for Unrated Researchers (CSUR)

New Generation of Academics Programme (nGAP)

Support for Y-rated Researchers

Thuthuka

Various Travel and Training Grants

Please note that all NRF Calls have a listed NRF �nal deadline, but your Institution may have

an earlier pre-submission internal deadline that you need to adhere to. Please check with
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your Institution’s relevant o�ce (i.e. Research O�ce/Postgrad O�ce/etc.) to �nd out when

your Institution’s internal deadline is.

Rhodes Scholarships for Southern Africa 2022:  The Rhodes Scholarship is a fully

funded postgraduate award for young people from around the world to study at the

University of Oxford. For more information, please view the �yer here. Click here for

more detailed information for Southern Africa candidates.

Membership
National Institute for Theoretical and Computational Sciences (NITheCS):  Open
call for NITheCS Individual Associate Membership. For more information, please view
the call here.

Spotlight on Research

 
On Vector-Valued Characters for Noncommutative Function Algebras 
 
Focus area: Operator Algebras and Functional Analysis 
 
"Let A be a closed subalgebra of a C∗-algebra, that is a norm-closed algebra of Hilbert space
operators. We generalize to such operator algebras several key theorems and concepts from
the theory of classical function algebras. In particular we consider several problems that
arise when generalizing classical function algebra results involving characters (nontrivial
homomorphisms from the algebra into the scalars). For example, the Jensen inequality, the
related Bishop–Ito–Schreiber theorem, and the theory of Gleason parts. Inspired by
Arveson’s work on noncommutative Hardy spaces, we replace characters (classical function
algebra case) by D-characters; certain completely contractive homomorphisms  : A → D,
where D is a C∗-subalgebra of A. Using Brown’s measure and a potential theoretic balayage
argument we prove a partial noncommutative Jensen inequality appropriate for C∗-algebras
with a tracial state. We also show that this Jensen inequality characterizes D-characters
among the module maps. Other advances include a theory of noncommutative Gleason
parts appropriate for D-characters, which uses Harris’ noncommutative hyperbolic metric
and Schwarz–Pick inequality, and other ingredients. As an application of Gleason parts we
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show that in the antisymmetric case, one is guaranteed the existence of a ‘quantum’ Wermer
embedding function, and also of non-trivial compact Hankel operators, whenever the
Gleason part of the canonical trace is rich in tracial states."
 
To read more of this article, please click here.
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